We present a rigorous analysis of the primitive Gaussian basis sets used in the electronic structure theory. This leads to fundamental connections between Gaussian basis functions and the wavelet theory of multiresolution analysis. We also obtain a general description of basis set superposition error which holds for all localized, orthogonal or nonorthogonal, basis functions. The standard counterpoise correction of quantum chemistry is seen to arise as a special case of this treatment. Computational study of the weakly bound water dimer illustrates that basis set superposition error is much less for basis functions beyond the 6-31ϩG* level of Gaussians when structure, energetics, frequencies, and radial distribution functions are to be calculated. This result will be invaluable in the use of atom-centered Gaussian functions for ab initio molecular dynamics studies using Born-Oppenheimer and atom-centered density matrix propagation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years ''on-the-fly'' approaches to dynamics of nuclei and electrons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have become popular, leading to the field of ab initio molecular dynamics. Here, approximations to the electronic structure are calculated as needed, as the nuclear configurations are propagated to simulate dynamics on the Born-Oppenheimer surface. In recent years the Car-Parrinello ͑CP͒ method 3,7-10 has emerged as a very powerful implementation of ab initio molecular dynamics. 3, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] The CP method is an extended Lagrangian molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ scheme 11, 12 where the electronic degrees of freedom are treated explicitly as dynamical variables and propagated with the nuclear degrees of freedom. Such a scheme offers significant computational advantages for efficient MD calculations. Several important applications with density functional theory ͑DFT͒ and the CP method are well documented in the literature. 7, 8 Traditionally, CP calculations employ Kohn-Sham orbitals expanded in plane-wave basis sets ͑occasionally augmented with Gaussian orbitals 13, 14 ͒, although recently 15 Wannier basis functions 16, 17 have been used to represent the molecular orbitals. Gaussian basis functions within the generalized valence bond ͑GVB͒ 18, 19 and Hartree-Fock 20 framework and floating Gaussians 21 have also been used within the CP scheme. In Refs. 6 and 22-26 we have described the theory, implementation, and initial applications of an extended Lagrangian MD method that employs atom-centered Gaussian basis functions and one-particle electronic density matrix propagation. Here, the basis functions follow the nuclei and hence this method is called atom-centered density matrix propagation ͑ADMP͒. The ADMP method has many attractive features. Systems can be simulated by accurately treating all electrons or by using pseudopotentials. Through the use of smaller values for the tensorial fictitious mass, large time steps can be employed ͑ca. 0.25 fs in water simulations͒ and lighter atoms such as hydrogens are routinely used. A wide variety of exchange-correlation functionals can be utilized, including hybrid density functionals such as B3LYP. Atom-centered functions can be used with the appropriate physical boundary conditions for molecules, polymers, surfaces, and solids, without the need to treat replicated images to impose 3d periodicity. Consequently, charged systems and QM/MM models of biological systems 26 can be treated as easily as neutral molecules. Deviations from the BornOppenheimer surface and the mixing of fictitious and real kinetic energies can also be rigorously controlled on-the-fly in ADMP. Because of fewer basis functions per atom, larger time steps, and its asymptotic O(N) scaling, 27 good computational efficiency can be achieved with the ADMP method.
Interesting applications such as solvation of excess protons in water clusters, 28, 29 hydroxyl-stretch redshifts in chloridewater clusters, 23 product distributions in gas-phase chemical reactions, 23 and proton shuttling in biological ion-channels and water wires 26 have already been studied. ADMP trajectories of the order of picoseconds show stable dynamics, and the adiabaticity can be controlled effectively in these systems without thermostats. ADMP has also been recently extended to treat nuclear quantum effects using full quantum wave packet dynamics. 30 The important conceptual and computational differences between ADMP and other Gaussian basisset based implementations 18 -21 of the Car-Parrinello formal-ism have been discussed in detail in Ref. 23 . Current implementation of the ADMP approach has been found to be computationally superior to Born-Oppenheimer dynamics. 23 This important result can be conceptualized based on the following: in Born-Oppenheimer dynamics, the density matrix is to be converged at every dynamics step. Assuming that the largest possible time step is used during dynamics, SCF convergence requires Ϸ8 -12 SCF steps. ͑This depends on the convergence threshold and difficult cases such as transition metal complexes may require more SCF steps.͒ In ADMP, on the contrary, only the equivalent of 1 SCF step is required per dynamics step; this 1 SCF step is necessary to calculate the Fock matrix required for propagating the density matrix. ͑A brief review of ADMP is presented in Sec. II.͒ Both BOMD and ADMP evaluate the gradient of energy with respect to nuclear coordinates and this calculation requires approximately the same amount of time in both methods. Note that the gradients used in ADMP are more general than those used in BOMD ͑Refs. 6 and 24͒ on account of the non-negligible magnitude of the commutator of the Fock and density matrix ͑see Sec. II and Ref. 24 for details͒. However, the additional terms require no significant computation over the standard BOMD gradient calculation. The calculation of nuclear force requires approximately three times as much computation time as a single SCF cycle. This makes ADMP faster than BOMD by over a factor of 4 per dynamics step. However, the requirement that the ADMP energies oscillate about the BO values with small amplitudes 22 implies that ADMP step sizes cannot be as large at those in BO dynamics. But good energy conservation, which applies to both methods, limits the BO steps to at most twice those of ADMP. 23 ͑ADMP already uses reasonably large time steps on account of smaller values for the fictitious mass and an innovative tensorial fictitious mass scheme. 22 ͒ This allows ADMP to be over a factor of 2 superior to BOMD, but this estimate is only for cases where the SCF convergence in BOMD is not difficult. 23 The hard to converge cases would require more SCF steps thus making ADMP more efficient as compared to BOMD for these cases. Furthermore, computational improvements that speed up the gradient evaluation will tilt this comparison further towards ADMP.
In this paper we study the effect of basis-set superposition error ͑BSSE͒ 31-36 on dynamics ͑both BOMD and ADMP͒. In ADMP and in the BOMD implementation within the Gaussian suite of electronic structure programs 37 atomcentered Gaussians are used as electronic basis sets. As atoms move, the basis functions remain with the atoms. This has the important advantage that the basis functions are always present in regions where the density has important contributions, however, has the disadvantage that the vector space that represents the molecular orbitals is not constant and changes with time and could change appreciably, when small basis sets are used. In this paper we analyze this problem both analytically and computationally.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we first present a brief overview of ADMP to facilitate some of the discussion. Further details may be found in Refs. 6, 22-26, and 30. In Sec. III, we analyze the primitive Gaussian basis functions that are used in the ADMP approach. We show in Sec. III that these primitive Gaussians are very closely related to the theory of multiresolution analysis which has given rise to wavelet basis functions. [38] [39] [40] [41] We show in Sec. III that primitive Gaussians, in fact, belong to a very general category of multiwavelets with nonintegral scale factors. This is an important connection, since wavelets are being used in digital signal processing, [39] [40] [41] computational fluid mechanics, 38 and in a number of other areas of scientific computing that involve solutions to nonlinear differential equations. Wavelets are preferred over plane waves in these areas due to their locality and efficiency in representing nonuniform functions. Quantum chemistry of the gas phase and quantum chemistry of reactions in the condensed phase involve the accurate description of wave functions that may be spatially nonuniform. As a result the use of wavelets in electronic structure theory has become important recently. [42] [43] [44] In Sec. III A we exploit this connection to analyze, formally, basis-set superposition error and we arrive at error bounds for this quantity. We also make connections to the standard counterpoise expression. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] In Sec. IV we present a comparison of ADMP and BOMD calculations performed with and without counterpoise corrections, and show that for commonly used basis sets such as 6-31ϩG**, the effect of basis-set superposition error on observable quantities is small. In Sec. V we present our conclusions.
II. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ATOM-CENTERED DENSITY MATRIX PROPAGATION "ADMP…
The ADMP equations of motion for the nuclei and density matrix are
where R, V, and M are the nuclear positions, velocities, and masses, and P, W, and គ are the density matrix, the density matrix velocity, and the fictitious mass tensor for the electronic degrees of freedom. ⌳ is a Lagrangian multiplier matrix used to impose N-representability of the single particle density matrix. The energy E(R,P) is calculated using McWeeny purification, P ϭ3P 2 Ϫ2P 3 ,
Here, hЈ is the one electron matrix in the nonorthogonal Gaussian basis and GЈ( P Ј) is the two electron matrix for
Hartree-Fock calculations, but for DFT it represents the Coulomb potential. The term E xc is the DFT exchangecorrelation functional ͑for Hartree-Fock E xc ϭ0), while V NN represents the nuclear repulsion energy. In the orthonormal basis, these matrices are hϭU ϪT hЈU Ϫ1 , etc., where the overlap matrix for the nonorthogonal Gaussian basis, SЈ, is factorized to yield SЈϭU T U. There are a number of choices for the transformation matrix U, e.g., U can be obtained from Cholesky decomposition 45 of SЈ or UϭSЈ 1/2 for Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization. The matrix U can also include an additional transformation so that overall rotation of the system is factored out of the propagation of the density. The density matrix in the orthonormal basis P is related to the density matrix in the nonorthogonal Gaussian basis PЈ by PϵUPЈU T . The gradient terms involved in the equations of motion are
where F is the Fock matrix and in the nonorthogonal basis,
while the orthogonal basis Fock matrix is FϭU ϪT FЈU Ϫ1 . The nuclear gradients are
where Q ϵIϪP . Note that as the commutator ͓P ,F͔→0, the nuclear forces tend to those used in the standard BornOppenheimer MD. 6, 24, 46 However, in ADMP, the magnitude of the commutator ͓P ,F͔ is non-negligible and hence the general expression for the nuclear gradients 6, 24 in Eq. ͑6͒ is used.
Like CP, ADMP represents fictitious dynamics where the density matrix is propagated instead of being converged. The accuracy and efficiency are governed by the choice of the fictitious mass tensor គ ; hence one must be aware of the limits on this quantity. We have derived two independent criteria 22, 24 that place bounds on the choice of the fictitious mass. First, the choice of the fictitious mass determines the magnitude of the commutator ͓P ,F͔ thus determining the extent of deviation from the Born-Oppenheimer surface,
where ʈ͓¯͔ʈ F is the Frobenius norm 45, 47 of the commutator and is defined as ʈAʈ F ϭͱ͚ i, j A i, j 2 . Second, the rate of change of the fictitious kinetic energy,
is to be bounded and oscillatory and this again is determined by the choice of fictitious mass tensor. We have shown that ADMP gives results that are in good agreement with BOMD and is computationally superior to BOMD. 23 However, one must monitor the quantities in Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑8͒ to ascertain that the ADMP dynamics is physically consistent. In all applications studied to date 6, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29 these conditions are satisfied thus yielding a computationally efficient and accurate approach to model dynamics on the Born-Oppenheimer surface.
III. FORMAL ANALYSIS OF PRIMITIVE GAUSSIAN BASIS FUNCTIONS: CONNECTIONS TO MULTI-RESOLUTION ANALYSIS
The general form of the primitive cartesian Gaussian basis functions used in ADMP is
where Rϵ͕R x ,R y ,R z ͖ is the Gaussian center and l, m, and n are integers that determine the orbital angular momentum of the basis function. The following two characteristics are evident upon inspection of Eq. ͑9͒:
The basis function in Eq. ͑9͒ has a translational property which is represented by its dependence on the atom center R. ͑2͒ Dilation: There is a dilatory characteristic associated with Eq. ͑9͒ wherein for a given value of l, m, n, and R, the exponent ␣ can have multiple values. For example, many different ␣ values may be used to construct a contracted 1s-type or 2s-type Gaussian basis function. The primitive Gaussians with smaller ␣ are simply a ''dilated'' version of the original for every value of l, m, n, and R.
Based on the above observations, we see that the primitive Gaussian basis functions used in electronic structure theory are closely related to the theory of multiresolution analysis that has been well-studied over the last couple of decades. [38] [39] [40] [41] Multiresolution analysis leads to basis functions called ''wavelets'' which have, in recent times, been very popular in scientific computing. [38] [39] [40] [41] Since wavelets share a similar property as those highlighted above, the wavelets have been broadly described as a translationdilation basis set. In fact, as we will see below that Eq. ͑9͒ is an example of a multiwavelet. 48 To understand the similarities between the wavelet theory and the primitive Gaussian functions in Eq. ͑9͒, let us consider the following definitions for the scaling function and the wavelet function that form the basis for multiresolution analysis:
where (x) and (x) can either be orthogonal or nonorthogonal ͑they are generally orthogonal in all wavelet applications͒ and (x) is called the scaling function and (x) is called the wavelet function. In most cases (x) constitutes a function with average lower frequency ͑and hence called a low-pass filter͒ while the wavelet function is generally a high-pass filter since it is generally chosen to have a Fourier transform that is predominantly nonzero in the highfrequency region. Using Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ a complete hier-archy of basis functions are constructed and this hierarchical representation allows accurate and efficient ways to store images and solve partial differential equations when (x) and (x) are appropriately chosen. The indices i and j are generally integers although that is not a requirement of the theory and a is a scaling parameter that specifies the extent of ''dilation.'' Again, in most signal processing applications the two-scale version (aϭ2) of these equations is common. Based on Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ a variety of such hierarchical wavelet bases have been developed 39, 40, 49 and some of these have also been recently used in electronic structure calculations. [42] [43] [44] To illustrate Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ let us consider the example of the two-scale Haar wavelet and scaling functions. The basic Haar scaling function is a square function where (x) is equal to 1, for 0рxр1, and zero otherwise. The Haar wavelet function is the orthogonal complement of the Haar scaling function and hence (x) is equal to 1, for 0 рxр1/2, and (x) is equal to Ϫ1 for 1/2рxр1, and zero otherwise. The translational and dilation properties in Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ are then used to generate a complete hierarchy of Haar wavelet basis functions (aϭ2). Two properties are evident upon inspection of the Haar wavelet and scaling functions: ͑a͒ localization: all the and functions are localized, ͑b͒ multiresolution: the wavelet functions with higher j values may be used to represent highly oscillatory ͑high frequency͒ functions, or highly oscillatory regions of a function, while the scaling functions with lower j values may represent flatter ͑low frequency͒ regions. Thus, if a given function displays high frequency behavior in some region and low frequency behavior in another region, the higher j wavelet functions may be used to represent the high frequency region and the low j scaling functions may be used to represent the lower frequency regions. Intermediate frequency regions may be represented using other components of the hierarchical scheme presented in Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒. In this way an accurate and efficient fit could be obtained for nonuniform functions and this is the reason wavelets have become popular in various areas of scientific computing. Compare this with a fit accomplished using a Fourier series. Here using the high-frequency Fourier functions to represent the high-frequency region leads to the Gibb's phenomenon or rapid intertwining in the low-frequency region since the Fourier functions are not local. ͑This aspect is further discussed later in this section.͒ On comparing Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ with Eq. ͑9͒ the following statements are apparent. The exponent ␣ in Eq. ͑9͒ takes the role of a scaling factor similar to a Ϫ j in Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒, which makes it possible to have different spreads for orbitals with different principal quantum numbers. The vector Rϵ͕R x ,R y ,R z ͖ takes the role of translation as performed by the index i in Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒. ͑To be exact, we must note that in the atom-centered form of the basis sets noted in Eq. ͑9͒ the translates R are not uniform. This is also the case for the scaling factor. In the case of even tempered or uniform basis sets, these would be uniform and the atomcentered forms in Eq. ͑9͒ are a subset of such even tempered basis sets. It is advantageous to use this subset in electronic structure theory of molecular systems since the electron density is generally a maximum at the nuclear center. 50 51 and also the periodic form of Eq. ͑9͒ which have been used to enforce periodic boundary conditions with Gaussian basis functions. 52 Unlike 40 By contrast, the scaling parameter in Eq. ͑9͒ is always real, however, the associated nonorthogonality of Gaussian basis functions has been known for a long time, before the development of wavelets.
All this is extremely interesting since it has been recently realized that wavelets and multiwavelets have great utility in fitting diverse data and in solving partial-differential equations of various kinds. Wavelet signal processing is also replacing the standard digital Fourier transforms ͑used in jpeg files͒ to become the industry standard in image compression and data storage. 53 One of the main reasons for this is, when the scaling and wavelet functions are appropriately chosen, the multiresolution analysis theory provides a framework to accurately represent nonuniform functions that may portray a diverse spatial ͑or temporal͒ frequency dependence. When a truncated series of plane waves of some order N is used to approximate such functions, the residue is a Fourier function of order Nϩ1, which is a very rapidly oscillatory function. This leads to the so-called Gibb's phenomenon 54 where the approximated function constantly intertwines around the real function. Wavelets and multiwavelets on the contrary give rise to what are known as ''well-tempered'' or smooth approximations 55, 56 to fitted data and this intertwining effect is generally not present due to the localized nature of the functions chosen in Eqs. ͑10͒, ͑11͒, and ͑9͒. ͓An important difference between a plane-wave fit and a fit based on Eqs. ͑10͒, ͑11͒, and ͑9͒ is as follows: While an approximation to a function based on a plane-wave expansion results in a normed convergence to the true function, an approximation based on Eqs. ͑10͒, ͑11͒, and ͑9͒ results in a uniform convergence to the true function. 57 The normed convergence is a weak convergence criterion as compared to the uniform convergence.͔ Alternately, such artifacts in the plane-wave bases may be eliminated by using a ''smoothing'' or ''windowing'' process to reduce the contribution of high frequency noise. 54, 58 Without the ''windowing,'' this constitutes one of the major impediments in the accurate description of localized systems using plane-waves even when large box sizes are used. 8 In ADMP there is an additional complication that arises from the use of Eq. ͑9͒ as the primitive basis set. The translation property of the Gaussian multiwavelet basis is timedependent on account of moving nuclei, since basis functions in ADMP are atom-centered. This, along with the nonorthogonal nature of multiwavelets associated with nonintegral scaling factors gives rise to different levels of basis-set completeness at different nuclear geometries. Hence the ''quality'' of the basis set changes as the nuclei move. This is known as the ''basis-set superposition error.'' However, we can now see that this problem is quite general and should occur in any multiwavelet ͑or wavelet͒ application where the wavelet centers are not stationary. In the following section we present a general treatment of such errors.
A. Basis-set superposition error "BSSE…: Effect on dynamics
In order to understand the effect of ''basis-set superposition error'' to dynamics ͑both ADMP and BOMD͒ using basis sets such as those in Eq. ͑9͒ in particular and any multiwavelets in general, we will study how the basis set space changes during a dynamics process. Let us first introduce the set V ͕l,m,n͖ 
͖͒, ͑13͒
where we have used the superscript index to identify the time dependence, represents how the basis-set space changes with time in the neighborhood of R. In fact, Eq. ͑13͒ represents the additional basis functions that have been added ͑or removed͒ at time tЈ, since the set-theoretic subtraction in Eq. ͑13͒ represents the removal of elements in ͓V ͕l,m,n͖ represents how the quality of the basis set changes in the vicinity of R between times t and tЈ. A Venn diagram representing Eq. ͑14͒ is presented in Fig. 1 . ͑For dynamics tЈ may be chosen as tϩ⌬t.) The terms in Eq. ͑14͒ are to be obtained from the direct-sum : The quantity ͓A B͔ is simply the union of all the elements in both sets. Hence an orthogonal set belonging to ͓A B͔ may be obtained from a QR decomposition of the vectors in A and B, together. The projection of the orbitals at time t onto the vector space represented by Eq. ͑14͒ determines how the change in the quality of the basis-set expansion due to the moving nature of the atom-centered basis functions affects the physical process. This is because the basis vectors in the space V R,R Ј t,tЈ are those vectors that are not present either at time t or at time tЈ. Hence the existence of a sizable component of the orbital in this vector space would ensure that the orbital is FIG. 1. Venn diagram corresponding to the set in Eq. ͑14͒, assuming that the system at R is stationary. The shaded area represents Eq. ͑14͒, i.e., the set comprising the basis vectors that are absent at time t and present at time tЈ, or those that are absent at time tЈ but present at time t. 
RЈ
are effectively complete for a given problem. This is, of course, system dependent and chemistry dependent ͑which is why the orbital at time t enters into the discussion͒.
If an orthonormal multi-wavelet unlike that described in Eq. ͑9͒ were to be used, then the quantity ͓V ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ പV ͕l,m,n͖ R ͔ would be zero at all times, and, from Eq. ͑14͒, it would be the overlap of the orbitals at time t with the space, ͓V ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ,tЈ ϪV ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ,t ͔ ͓V ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ,t ϪV ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ,tЈ ͔ ͑15͒ that contributes to the superposition error. This is shown in Fig. 2 . Clearly, this is small when tЈϪtϵ⌬t is small within a dynamics setting. ͓This is also the case for the quantity in Eq. ͑14͒.͔ However, when ⌬t is not negligible, this quantity remains finite, when V ͕l,m,n͖ are not effectively complete. Thus, it is only the local and time-dependent nature of the basis functions that causes this kind of an error, and the orthogonal nature of the basis set has limited bearing on the error. This is especially interesting since recently orthonormal, but local, Wannier functions 16, 17 have been used to perform CarParrinello dynamics. 15 A similar error may be expected in these calculations for a finite basis set, if the Wannier basis functions were time-dependent or nuclear coordinate dependent. 15 To proceed further with our discussion of Eq. ͑14͒, we note that since the overlap of the set V R,R Ј t,tЈ with the orbitals is crucial in determining the extent of the superposition error, an upper bound to such error for normalized orbitals may be written as
where we have also used the Holder inequality and the notation ʈ¯ʈ 2 C represents a constrained L 2 norm, where the constraint comes from the fact that we want to consider only the domain in space where a given orbital, whose basis-set superposition error we are interested in, is numerically nonzero. An unconstrained norm should present a weak upper bound.
It is interesting to now consider how the above discussion can be specialized for the case of calculating dissociation energies that have been well-studied using the counterpoise correction. 34 In such a case the two time frames being used in Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑16͒ would be tϭ0 ͑the undissociated system͒ and tЈϭϱ ͑the dissociated system͒. Since the overlap of the two spaces would be zero for the dissociated system, the expression in Eq. ͑14͒ becomes 
͒. ͑17͒
We obtain the second expression above from the fact that the orbitals localized around R for the undissociated system will have no overlap with V ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ,ϱ ͑which is infinitely far from R at tЈϭϱ, the dissociated system͒. This expression implies that the dissociated system at tϭϱ is to be corrected by augmenting additional basis functions from the set V R,R Ј 0,ϱ for the system at R. It is useful to compare this last expression in Eq. ͑17͒ with the standard counterpoise correction 34 used in most calculations. Here, in the space V ͕l,m,n͖ R,ϱ ͑the dissociated system͒ the basis functions localized on R, and also basis functions localized on all other RЈ are included. Note now that Eq. ͑17͒ suggests that the orthogonal portion of V ͕l,m,n͖
, be included along with the basis functions on R and V ͕l,m,n͖ RЈ,ϱ . ͑The latter would have no overlap with an orbital localized at R and hence would not be expected to contribute much.͒ In this sense Eq. ͑17͒ is different from the standard counterpoise correction, in that it avoids redundancy, by including only the orthogonal component. However, it is important to note that the space spanned by adding basis functions from V ͕l,m,n͖ is essentially the same. ͑Although, the former strategy may present some numerical problems where large basis sets are used for tightly bound systems.͒ Since a space analogous to Eq. ͑17͒ is added in as part of V ͕l,m,n͖ R,ϱ the basis-set superposition error is for- FIG. 2 . Venn diagram corresponding to Eq. ͑15͒, assuming that the system at R is stationary. The shaded area represents the set in Eq. ͑15͒. This is similar to the case in Fig. 1 except the basis set on each atom are orthonormal as seen in the discussion in the paragraph before Eq. ͑15͒.
mally zero in such calculations. The corrected energy for a system comprising N monomer units within the counterpoise scheme then has the form
Here E(A) is the energy of the full system using a certain basis set ͑represented as A), E i (A) is the energy for the ith monomer using the basis set for the full system A ͑which is analogous to including basis functions localized on all other RЈ in the space V ͕l,m,n͖ R,ϱ as noted above͒ and E i (a i ) is the energy for the ith monomer using only the basis functions localized on the ith monomer. For a system containing N monomers, for example, a water cluster with N water molecules, the energy in Eq. ͑18͒ requires one to calculate 2N ϩ1 different energy values that go into the right-hand side of the equation to obtain a counterpoise corrected value for the total energy of the system. The 2Nϩ1 different energy values correspond to a single calculation for the full system and two different calculations for each monomer, one with all the basis functions and the other with only the monomer basis functions. In this fashion the total energy is corrected by introducing the over-stabilization of the monomer due to the presence of basis functions localized on other monomers in the full calculation ͓E i (A)ϪE i (a i )͔. This contribution ͓E i (A)ϪE i (a i )͔ gets smaller as the basis set localized on monomer i gets more complete and this aspect is evident from our earlier formal discussion. It is also important to note that the energy expression in Eq. ͑18͒ only depends upon the nuclear coordinates of the system and hence gradients with respect to these can be obtained to perform both geometry optimizations as well as Born-Oppenheimer dynamics on this corrected surface, which is the subject of the fllowing section.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL TESTS
To test the effect of basis-set superposition error on energy, geometry, and frequencies, we consider the weakly bound water dimer. This system is chosen due to ͑a͒ its computational simplicity, and ͑b͒ the existence of nonbonded interactions which makes this an important system for basis-set superposition error. Calculations are performed with and without counterpoise corrections at various levels of theory and basis set. The dimer geometry was optimized in two different ways: in one case the corrected expression for energy in Eq. ͑18͒ was used, and in the other case the standard energy expression, without counterpoise correction, was used. The geometries and harmonic frequencies thus obtained were compared. Dynamics calculations were also performed using ADMP, Born-Oppenheimer dynamics with ͑and without͒ counterpoise correction, and the velocityvelocity correlation function obtained from these were compared with that obtained from a Car-Parrinello calculation using plane-wave basis sets.
In Table I , the geometries and dissociation energies obtained from optimization with and without counterpoise correction at the 6-31G*, 6-31ϩG*, and 6-31ϩG** levels of basis set using B3LYP, BLYP, and PBE density functionals are compared. There is very little difference in the RMS deviations between the structures obtained beyond the 6-31 ϩG* level of basis set. 6-31G*, on the contrary is too low a level for the water dimer system, since while the counterpoise-corrected optimization yields the correct structure for all three functionals, the optimization without counterpoise correction leads to a double-bridge water-dimer structure for all three functionals. Diffuse functions are evidently critical to get the right chemistry in this case.
The harmonic frequencies are calculated at the optimized geometries and these are presented in Fig. 3 . We present here only the results from the 6-31ϩG* calculations. It suffices to note that above ͑and including͒ this level of basis set, the agreement is good between the counterpoisecorrected values and those without the counterpoise correction. From the figures it is seen that the low-frequency modes ͑less than 300 cm Ϫ1 ) do not agree as well as the higher frequency bending, stretching, and some of the librational modes. This is because the low-frequency modes involve high-amplitude motions which cause large change in overlap and hence these are more susceptible to basis-set superposition error. All the hydrogen bond stretching modes ͑ca. 3500 cm Ϫ1 ), the bending modes and some of the higher frequency librational modes are in good agreement between the calculations including counterpoise and those without, implying a lesser degree of sensitivity to basis-set superposition error.
The Fourier transform of the velocity-velocity autocorrelation function obtained from ADMP, Born-Oppenheimer, and Car-Parrinello dynamics simulations are presented in Fig. 4 . Here the Born-Oppenheimer dynamics forces are derived from Eq. ͑18͒ and hence include counterpoise correction. As can be seen, the ADMP results are close to the Distance matrix RMS difference between the optimized structures obtained with and without counterpoise correction. c The difference in the dissociation energy of the water dimer with and without counterpoise correction. The dissociation energy is calculated as dimer minus two times monomer energy.
BOMD results. As a further example we have also presented a comparison between the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions obtained from ADMP and BOMD simulations in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, these are in good agreement as well.
The Car-Parrinello calculations were performed using deuterium atoms instead of hydrogen atoms, as is standard in current literature, 8 and by using a plane-wave cutoff of 90 Ryd. The fictitious mass was chosen to be 1100 a.u. ͑com-mon in current simulations 8 ͒ with a time step of about 0.1 fs. The corresponding ADMP fictitious mass was 0.1 a.m.u. bohr 2 Ϸ180 a.u. with a time step of 0.25 fs which is possible due to the tensorial mass-weighting scheme used in ADMP. 22 The frequencies thus obtained from the CarParrinello simulations were harmonically corrected ͑by multiplying by a factor of &͒ to obtain the corresponding hydrogen spectrum. ͑While this is based on a harmonic bond approximation, clearly anharmonic forces are sampled during a molecular dynamics simulation. As a result this is only an estimated correction factor.͒ The fictitious mass was chosen based on previous studies 8 to allow for reasonably large time steps, however, recent studies 9 indicate that a lower fictitious mass would have to be chosen to allow for more accurate dynamics. The lower fictitious mass would necessitate smaller time steps in the Car-Parrinello approach. It is also seen from Fig. 4 that while the ADMP results are close to those from counterpoise-corrected BOMD, the results from the CP simulations are uniformly red-shifted. Such systematic bias in frequencies in the CP calculations has been noted previously, 9, 10, 23 and this is the result of the larger fictitious mass used in standard CP simulations. ͑Furthermore, our formal analysis 24 has shown that deviations from the Born-Oppenheimer surface is directly proportional to the size of the fictitious mass.͒ Nuclear mass rescaling 10 has been suggested as an approach to overcome this problem if lower values for the fictitious mass are not used, 9 however, we have not used this in the current CP simulations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have performed a rigorous analysis of primitive Gaussian basis sets and the effect of using such functions within an atom-centered ab initio dynamics scheme. Our analysis has led to important connections between the Gaussian basis functions and the wavelet theory that is now popular in computational fluid mechanics, digital signal processing, and other areas of applied mathematics and scientific computing. These connections lead to a general treatment of the basis-set superposition error; we find that FIG. 3 . Harmonic frequencies from optimized structures obtained with and without counterpoise corrections using the B3LYP, BLYP, and BPBE and the 6-31ϩG* basis set. For counterpoise corrections optimization was performed on the modified surface denoted by Eq. ͑18͒.
this is closely related to the time dependence of the instantaneous incompleteness of basis sets that have a multiwavelet character, of which the atom-centered Gaussian basis functions are one example. The standard counterpoise corrections appear as a special case of our discussion. Our analysis also rigorously leads to the expected result that as the size of the atom-centered Gaussian basis set increases, the basis set superposition error goes to zero.
We have carried out computational tests on the weakly bound water-dimer system to critically ascertain the limits of ab initio dynamics approaches that use atom-centered Gaussian basis functions insofar as basis set size and superposition error are concerned. We find that beyond 6-31ϩG* the errors in geometry, energy, frequency, and structure distribution are within the accuracy of the density functional used. For more strongly bound chemically reactive systems one could expect to use a slightly lower level of basis set.
Our analysis also provides new ways to ascertain the quality of a basis set during dynamics. This will be used, in future publications, to adaptively control and change the quality of the basis set during dynamics. 
